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The traditional compressed air energy storage (CAES) technology requires the use of fossil 

fuels, which will cause environmental pollution and other problems. The development of 

advanced adiabatic CAES (AA-CAES) system is of great significance for promoting the 

development of energy storage technology. First, the development of CAES technology is 

studied and analyzed. Then, according to the thermodynamic characteristics of the air 

storage components of energy storage system, we build two general purpose air storage 

models. Finally, based on the thermodynamic characteristics of the two air storage models, 

the AA-CAES system model is established, and the thermodynamic characteristics of the 

system are compared and analyzed with different air storage models. There are great 

differences in the stability, efficiency, thermal utilization and thermodynamic properties of 
AA-CAES system when the different air storage models are used. 

 

1. Introduction 

Intermittentness, volatility and aperiodicity are important 

characteristics of new energy sources such as wind and solar 

energy, which are also important reasons for the instability 

of wind power and photovoltaic power generation systems. 

With the rapid development of wind power and photovoltaic 

industries, the phenomenon of abandonment of wind power 

and solar power is becoming more and more serious. So far, 

the only energy storage technologies that can be applied to 

the scale of 100MW are pumped water energy storage and 
compressed air energy storage (CAES) in the world. 

Although pumped energy storage has higher energy storage 

and conversion efficiency, the application of this technology 

has greater limitations due to higher requirements for terrain 

and water sources. Therefore, CAES technology is 

considered to be one of the important technical ways to solve 

the problems of abandonment of wind and abandonment of 

solar [1-3]. However, traditional CAES technology requires 

the use of fossil fuels, which will cause environmental 

pollution and other problems. At the same time, there is still 

a big gap in the research on the integrated application of wind 
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power, photovoltaic and CAES technology. Therefore, it is 

very significance to design and develop a new type of green, 

efficient, and pollution-free CAES system and to carry out 

integrated application research on wind power, photovoltaic 

and CAES systems, which can improve the safety and 

stability of grid operation and the utilization rate of wind 

turbines, reduce abandonment of wind and abandonment of 

solar and promote the development of energy storage [4-7]. 

This paper combines theoretical analysis and simulation 

methods to carry out related research. First, through the 

research and analysis of the development status of CAES 

technology, the Advanced Adiabatic CAES (AA-CAES) 

system is the main research object. According to the 

thermodynamic characteristics of air storage (AS) 

components of energy storage system, two universal air 

storage models (constant volume adiabatic model and 
constant volume isothermal model) are constructed [8-11]. 

On the basis of obtaining the thermodynamic characteristics 

of the two air storage models, this paper firstly establishes 

the AA-CAES system model, then compares and analyzes 

the thermodynamic characteristics of the system using 

different air storage models, lastly, the correlation analysis 

http://www.crpase.com/
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between the system and the core components and parameters 

is completed. 

Based on the basic theory of thermodynamics, the 

modeling and comparative analysis of AA-CAES systems 

using different air storage models is completed by starting 

from the air storage model and considering a variety of 

different types of air storage models; in addition, the 

correlation analysis between the system and the core 

components and parameters is carried out and the grasp of 

the operating characteristics of the AA-CAES system is 

completed. 

2. AA-CAES System 

     The schematic diagram of the AA-CAES system is shown 

in Figure 1. The system generally mainly includes the 
following components: compressor, turbine, heat exchanger, 

heat storage, AS, heat carrier medium supply source, motor 

and generator. The working process of the AA-CAES system 

can be divided into two stages: energy storage and energy 

release [12-15]. 
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Air storage

Heat-carrying 

medium

Turbine Generator

Exhaust

Electricity

Heat

exchanger

Motor

Electricity

Heat

exchanger

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of AA-CAES system 

In the energy storage stage, the air compressed by the 
compressor enters the heat exchanger after being boosted 

and heated, and fully exchanges heat with the lower 

temperature heat carrier medium from the heat carrier 

medium supply source. After the air cools down, it enters the 

AS for storage; at the same time, the heat carrier medium 

after absorbing heat and increasing temperature enters the 

heat storage to store the absorbed heat. 

In the energy release stage, the high-pressure and low-

temperature air stored in the AS first enters the heat 

exchanger; then fully exchanges heat with the higher 

temperature heat carrier medium released by the heat 

storage, and enters the turbine to perform work after the 

temperature rises, finally, which be discharged to the 

atmosphere; meanwhile, the heat-carrying medium after heat 

exchange and cooling is recovered and stored by the heat-

carrying medium supply source. 

The AS is one of the core components of the AA-CAES 

system, and the study of its theoretical model is one of the 

current hot issues. Although some scholars have established 

air storage models with different characteristics, most of the 

air storage models are based on actual topography or for 

energy storage systems of a specific scale, so the generality 

of the models is poor. Considering the versatility and 
typicality of the air storage model, the two most basic air 

storage thermodynamic characteristic models are 

established, which are shown in Table1.  

Table 1 Air storage mode 

Mode Abbreviation Characteristic 

Constant volume 
isothermal model 

VT  
The volume of the ASR is 
constant and the 
temperature is constant 

Constant volume 
adiabatic model 

VA  
The volume of the ASR is 
constant and it is 
insulated from the outside 

These two models are constructed based on the 

characteristics of the ASR in terms of pressure, volume, 

temperature and insulation. For the enclosed space formed 

by the AS, according to the energy conservation equation, 

we can get 

CV out out in inδ d δ δ δQ U h m h m W= + − +                          (1) 

where, δQ is the heat transfer between the AS and the 

external environment, taking heat absorption as positive, J; 
δW is the amount of work done by the AS to the external 

environment, taking the external work as positive, J; δm is 

the air quality in the air storage room, kg；h is the specific 

enthalpy of air, J/kg; dUCV is the amount of change in the 

internal energy of the AS, J; subscripts in and out represent 

entering and leaving the AS respectively. 

Based on the environmental state, when the temperature 

of the air is T, the specific enthalpy is defined as 

p 0( )h c T T= −                                                                  (2) 

According to the relationship between specific enthalpy 

h and specific internal energy u, the expression of specific 

internal energy u can be obtained as 

v p 0u h pv c T c T= − = −                                                     (3) 

where, T0 is the ambient temperature, K; cp is the specific 

heat capacity of air at a constant pressure, J/(kg·K); is the 

specific heat capacity of air at constant volume, J/(kg·K). 

3. VT model  

     The basic characteristics of the constant-volume 

isothermal model of the AS are that the volume is constant 

and the temperature is constant (which is assumed to be equal 

to the ambient temperature T0). The air storage process and 

air release process are analyzed separately below. 

3.1. Air Storage Process of VT Mode 

     The temperature of the air entering the ASR is assumed 

to be Tin and the pressure is p. Taking the ASR as the control 

volume, the VT model has a constant volume and a constant 

temperature, which is no power exchange with the external 

environment. If the leakage problem of the ASR is not 

considered, that is, no air leaves the AS during the storage 

process, so the energy conservation Eq. can be simplified as 

ind( ) = d + δmu h m Q                                                     (4) 

Substituting the expressions of specific enthalpy and 

specific internal energy into the above formula respectively, 

we can get 

v 0 p in( )d =δc T c T m Q−                                                       (5) 
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It can be seen that in order to ensure a constant 

temperature in the AS, the VT model needs to exchange heat 

with the environment. If the inlet air temperature Tin=T0, 

according to the ideal gas state equation, the above equation 

is simplified as 

0δ = d dgQ R T m V p− = −                                                   (6) 

where, Rg=287.1J/(kg·K), which is the air constant. 

Assuming that p1 and p2 are respectively the lower 

pressure limit and upper pressure limit of the ASR, after 

integrating the above formula, we can get 

1 2= )Q V p p−（                                                                  (7) 

Therefore, for the VT model, the amount of heat 

exchange between the external environment and the AS 

during air storage process is related to the volume of the AS 

and the difference between the upper and lower pressure 

limits of the ASR. Since p1<p2, Q<0, that is, the AS releases 
heat to the external environment during the air storage 

process. 

According to the ideal air state equation, the 

relationship between the air quality in the AS and other 

parameters can be obtained as 

0

d = d
g

V
m p

R T
                                                              (8) 

3.2. Air Release Process of the VT Mode 

During the air release process, the AS is still used as the 

control volume. According to the deflation characteristics of 

the AS, the energy conservation equation is simplified 

out outd( δ δ δ dmu Q h m Q h m= − = +)                              (9) 

Since the outlet air temperature is T0, hout= cp(T0-T0) =0. 
So the above formula is simplified to 

0δ = dgQ R T m−                                                               (10) 

Similarly, after integrated, we can get 

2 1δ = ( )Q V p p−                                                             (11) 

It can be known from Eq.(11) that for the VT model, 

there is also a heat exchange phenomenon with the external 

environment during the air release process. And compared 

with the heat exchange between the AS and the external 
environment during the air storage process, the amount of 

heat transfer is equal, but the transfer direction is opposite. 

Therefore, during the air release process, the AS absorbs heat 

from the external environment, and the amount of heat 

absorbed is equal to the amount of heat released during the 

air storage process. 

4. VA Mode 

     The main features of the constant volume adiabatic model 

are that the volume is constant and there is no heat exchange 

with the external environment. The air storage process and 

air release process of the VA model are analyzed 
respectively. 

4.1. Air Storage Process of VA Mode 

     Referring to the analysis ideas of VT model's air storage 

process, the VA model has a constant volume and is in 

adiabatic state, so there is no heat and power exchange 

between the VA model and the environment. Therefore, the 

energy conservation Eq. can be simplified to 

ind( ) d 0mu h m− =                                                         (11) 

Substituting the expressions of specific enthalpy and 

specific internal energy into the Eq. (12), we can get

in

d( )= d
g

V
mu p

T R γ
                                                         (12) 

4.2. Air release Process of the VA Mode 

     The VA model has no heat and power exchange with the 

environment during the air release process. Taking the VA 

model as the control volume, the energy conservation 

equation for the air release process of the VA model can be 

obtained as 

outd( + δ = 0mu h m）                                                      (13) 

     Considering that δm=-dm and hout=h，the Eq.(14) can be 

simplified as 

v

d + d d

d ( )d d

d d

g

g

m u u m h m

m u h u m R T m

cm T

m R T

=

= − =

=

                                          (14) 

   According to the ideal gas equation of state 

d d d d
0

p V T m

p V T m
+ − − =                                               (15) 

   Eliminate the temperature parameter, we can get 

v

p

d d 1 d
= =

cm p p

m c p γ p
                                                   (16) 

     Finally, we can get 

d = d
g

V
m p

TR γ
                                                             (17) 

According to the above formula, it can be deduced that 

the air in the AS in the VA model will undergo a reversible 

adiabatic process during the air release process. 

5. Influence of Air Storage Model 

In order to compare and analyze the thermos- dynamic 

characteristics of the AA-CAES system using different air 

storage models conveniently, firstly, the parameters of 
several air storage models are set to ensure the comparability 

of these models. 

For the VT model and the VA model, it is assumed that 

the initial air temperature of the AS is Ts1=T0，the lower and 

upper pressure limits of the air storage chamber with volume 
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V are p1and p2 respectively. Therefore, the initial volume V1 

of the AS can be obtained based on equal air quality, namely 

1

1 =
s

p V
V

p
                                                                      (19) 

In summary, the parameter settings of several models 

are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Parameters setting of air model 

Parameter VT mode VA mode 

Initial temperature T0 T0 

Initial pressure p1 p1 

Initial volume V V 
Maximum pressure p2 p2 

Maximum volume V V 

On the basis of the above parameters, a air storage 

process and a air release process are regarded as a cycle, and 

the state changes in the AS when several air storage models 

undergo multiple cycles are analyzed, and the cycle times is 

recorded as n. Assuming that the initial state of the first cycle 

is Ts1=T0(Ts1/T0=1)，the initial pressure is 5 times the 

ambient pressure (p1/p2=5)，and the maximum pressure is 

10 times the ambient pressure at the end of the air storage 

process (p2/p0=10)。If the upper and lower pressure limits 

of each cycle are the same, and the state changes of the 

parameters in the AS during the process transition are not 

considered, then after multiple cycles, for the VT model, the 

temperature in the AS always satisfies 

Ts1=T0(Ts/T0=1)，which is shown in Figure 2. 

For the VA model, the variation of temperature 

parameters with cycle times is shown in Figure 3. In this 

figure, Tsl is the initial temperature in the ASR at the 
beginning of each cycle, Ts2 is the final temperature in the 

AS at the end of each cycle's air storage process, and Ts3 is 

the final temperature in the AS at the end of each cycle's air 

release process. Meanwhile, this is also the initial 

temperature at the beginning of the next cycle. It can be seen 

from Fig.3 that the temperature Ts1, Ts2 and Ts3 in the VA 

model changes with the increase of cycle times. On the 

whole, as cycle times n increases, the temperature in the AS 

gradually decreases and eventually stabilizes. When the 

cycle times tends to infinity, we can get Ts2/ T0=1.093 and 

Ts1/ T0=Ts3/ T0=0.897. 

 
Figure 2. Temperature of air storage vs cycle times 

 

Figure 3. Air storage temperature of VA model vs. cycle times 

In addition, according to the basic equation of the VA 

model in the process of air storage and release, the stable 

value of the temperature of the VA model can also be 

obtained by  

2 s1

s2

s1 2 1
1

0

β T
T

T β β
β

T γ

=
−

+

                                                   (20) 

1

s3 s2

2

kβ
T T

β
= （ ）                                                               (21) 

Therefore, for the AA-CAES system using different air 

storage models, when the AA-CAES system is in continuous 

energy storage and energy release working state (without 

considering the change of the system state parameters during 

the conversion of the process), it is affected by the different 

air storage and release characteristics of several air storage 
models, so the operating characteristics of the AA-CAES 

system are different:: First of all, when the AA-CAES 

system adopts the VT model, since the temperature changes 

in the two air storage models are independent of the cycle 

times, the operation of the AA-CAES system is also in a 

stable state and does not change with the increase of cycle 

times.  Secondly, when the AA-CAES system adopts the VA 

model, because the parameter status in the ASR changes with 

the increase of cycle times, the operating status of the AA-

CAES system fluctuates. However, as the cycle progresses, 

the AA-CAES system will also reach a stable working state 
with the parameters in the AS will eventually stabilize. In 

addition, since the final state of the VA model parameters is 

related to the upper and lower pressure limits, and the initial 

temperature of the AS will also have a certain effect on the 

final equilibrium state of the ASR, the final stable working 

state of the AA-CAES system will be directly related to the 

above parameters. 

Taking N=1 as an example, based on the parameter 

settings in Table 2, when the AA-CAES system adopts 

different air storage models, the expressions of 

dimensionless work and heat in the energy storage stage and 

the energy release stage are as shown in Table 3. It can be 

seen from this table that when the air storage model adopted 

by the system is different, the amount of work and heat of 

the system in the energy storage and energy release stages 

are different. 
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Table 3. The work and heat of AA-CAES with air storage model 

Mode 
Paramet

er 
Result 

VT  

Input work  
1 1c

2 1 2 1

0

1 1
[ ( ) ( )]

1

k kW
β β β β

p V k k

+ += − − −
+

 

Heat 
storage 

1 1c
2 1 2 1

0

1
[ ( ) ( )]

1

k kQ ε
β β β β

p V k k

+ += − − −
+

 

Output 
work 

1 1t h
2 1 2 1

0 0

1 1
[( ) ( )]

1

k kW T
β β β β

p V k T k

− −= − − −
−

 

Input heat  
t w

2 1

0 0

( 1)( )
Q Tε

β β
p V k T

= − −  

VA  

Input work  
1 1

2 1 2 1

0

1 1
[ ( ) ( )]

1

k kcW
β β β β

p V kγ k

+ += − − −
+

 

Heat storage 
1 1c

2 1 2 1

0

1
[ ( ) ( )]

1

k kQ ε
β β β β

p V kγ k

+ += − − −
+

 

Output work 

1 1t w
2 2 1

0 2

1 2 1 2w
2 1 2 2 1

2

1 1
{[ (1 )] ( )

1

1
+(1 ) ( )}

1 2

k k k

k k k

W T
ε β ε β β

p V kγ T k

T
ε β β ε β β β

T k

− −

− −

= − − −
−

− − − −
−

（ ）

 

The electrical efficiency ηW=Wt/Wc (The ratio of the 

output electric energy in the energy release stage to the input 

electric energy in the energy storage stage) and the heat 
utilization rate ηQ=Qt/Qc(The ratio of the heat used in the 

energy release stage to the stored heat in the energy storage 

stage) are defined by selecting the parameters in Table 

4，and the results of parameters such as work, heat and 

efficiency of the AA-CAES system when using different air 

storage models under the condition of N=1 are shown in 

Table 5. 

According to the previous analysis, the parameter 

results of the AA-CAES system using the VT model are 

independent of cycle times and the parameters such as work, 

heat and efficiency are constant values due to the stable 

model characteristics of the VT model during multiple 

cycles. As the parameters of the VA model change with 

increasing cycle times, the work, heat, and efficiency 

parameters of the AA-CAES system using the VA model 

also change. The specific changes are shown in Figure 4, 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. It can be seen from these figures that 

when the system adopts the VA model, the work, heat and 

efficiency parameters of the AA-CAES system achieve the 
minimum value at the first cycle; as the cycle times 

increases, the results of the work, heat and efficiency 

parameters of the system achieve the maximum value and 

stabilize. 

Table 4. The parameters of AA-CAES 

Item Symbol Unit Value 

Ambient temperature T0 K 293 
Ambient pressure p0 MPa 0.1 
Minimum pressure of  AS p1 MPa 0.5 
Maximum pressure of AS p2 MPa 1.0 

AS volume V m3 1 
Specific heat ratio γ - 1.4 
Heat exchanger efficiency ε - 0.7 
Gas constant of air Rg J/(kg·K) 287 
Specific heat capacity of air 
at constant pressure 

cp J/(kg·K) 1000 

Specific heat capacity of 
heating medium (water) 

cw J/(kg·K) 4200 

 

Table 5. Parameters of AA-CAES with air storage models 

Item VT VA(n=1) VA(n→∞) 

Wc/p0V 13.50 9.64 9.64 
Qc/p0V 9.45 6.75 6.75 

Wt/p0V 10.47 7.09 7.45 
Qt/p0V 6.64 3.90 4.75 

Qs,in/p0V 5.00 0.00 0.00 
Qs,out/p0V 5.00 0.00 0.00 
ηW (%) 77.6 73.5 77.3 
ηQ(%) 70.3 57.8 70.3 
TW(K) 451.90 451.90 451.90 

 
Figure 4. Efficiency of AA-CAES with VA vs. cycle times 

 
Figure 5. Output work of AA-CAES with VA vs cycle times 

According to the results in Table 5, under the same 

pressure conditions, when the AA-CAES system adopts the 

VT model, the dimensionless value of the work and heat of 

the system is greater than that of the VA model; when the 

system uses the VT model, the work and heat are about 1.4 

times the result (stable value) of the system using the VA 

model. Although the dimensionless value of the work and 
heat of the AA-CAES system corresponding to the VA 

model changes with increasing cycle times, the maximum 

value (stable value) is still smaller than the result of the VT 

model. 
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Figure 6. Heat of AA-CAES with VA vs. cycle times 

From the perspective of efficiency, although when the 

cycle times is low, the ηW and ηQ of the AA-CAES system 

using the VA model are lower than the results of other VT 

models, as the cycle times increases, the AA-CAES system 

using the VA model increases monotonically and reaches its 

maximum value. For the VA model itself, the ηW and ηQ of 

the system using the VA model when the number of cycles 

n=1 are lower by 3.8% and 12.5% than the corresponding 

results when n→∞ respectively; under stable conditions, the 
ηQ of the AA-CAES system using the VA model is the same 

as the result of the VT model air storage model, and the ηW 

is 0.3% lower than that of the VT model. 

It should be pointed out that the VT model exchanges 

heat with the environment during air storage and release 

process, and this part of the heat does not take into account 

the ηQ. 

In summary, compared to the VA model, the AA-CAES 

system using the VT model runs more stably, moreover, the 

work and heat values are independent of the cycle times. For 

the AA-CAES system using the VA model, the working state 

of the system will gradually stabilize with increasing cycle 

times. In addition, the AA-CAES system using the VT model 

has the highest ηW under the same conditions of the ηQ from 

the perspective of system efficiency. 

6. Conclusions 

(a) According to the characteristics of the ASR in terms 

of pressure, volume, temperature and insulation, two general 
air storage models (VA model, VT model) are constructed, 

and the air storage and release characteristics of the two 

models are analyzed. The results show that the VT model has 

strong stability during the process of air storage and release 

process; the parameters of the VA model change with 

increasing cycle times and eventually tend to a stable value, 

which is related to the upper and lower pressure limits of the 

air storage model.  

(b) The AA-CAES system has differences in stability 

and thermodynamic characteristics when using different air 

storage models. Since the VT model has stable 

characteristics during air storage and release process, the 

parameters of the AA-CAES system using the VT model 

have nothing to do with the cycle times, and the system 

operating characteristics and thermodynamic parameters 

remain stable. With increasing cycle times, the 

thermodynamic parameters of the AA-CAES system using 
the VA model will change, and the parameters such as work, 

heat and efficiency will increase with the increase of cycle 

times and eventually stabilize.  

(c) Comparing the ηW, ηQ and other parameters of the 

AA-CAES system using different air storage models, it can 

be found that the ηW of the system using the VA model 
increases by about 3.8% with increasing cycle times by 

comparing the initial and stable values of the ηW of the 

system using the VA model under the same working 

conditions. 
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